Limited 15 Year Plus Warranty for Residential Doors
Model Encore 3600, 4800 series
Lynx Industries warrants the Encore 3600 and 4800 insulated garage doors for fifteen (15) years against
rust through “perforations” due to the paint finish cracking, checking, or peeling, providing doors are
installed in a residential application and operate in normal atmospheric conditions. Chips or scratches in
the paint as a result of bottom sections crushing a sloped garage floor or evidence of poor water drainage
may result in cosmetic or surface corrosion, and will not be covered in this warranty.
Lynx Industries warrants the Encore 3600 and 4800 insulated garage doors for fifteen (15) years against
structural failure (rendering the door inoperable) due to delaminating of foam insulation and against all
cracking or rotting of wood blocks.
Lynx Industries warrants all sealed windows for five (5) years from the installation date against any
internal formation of condensation. Broken or cracked glass is not covered by any warranty.
Lynx Industries warrants all garage door hardware and track, excluding springs, for a period of two (2)
years. Other conditions and exceptions herein apply.
Pro-Rated Warranty on Encore 3600 and 4800 series. The warranty will be complete for the first ten
(10) years, and pro-rated at a ratio of 20 % per year for the remaining five (5) years. The value of the
warranty is calculated on our published pricing at time of claim.
Lynx Industries 15 Year Plus Warranty: will extend the warranty on all Encore 3600 and 4800 series
residential garage doors by an additional five (5) years for a total of twenty (20)* years if a new Lynx
brand electric door opener system is installed within 6o days of your garage door purchase.
This warranty extends only to the original homeowner, providing the door is installed in his/her place of
primary residence. It is not transferable. This warranty applies to a residential property only.
These warranties expressly exclude:
- Any cost related to the transportation of the replacement product.
- Any cost related to cover installation or labor charges for the replacement product.
- Any cost related to having the door painted by the client
- Any responsibility as to changes in appearances, embossments, material thickness or colors
Manufactured by Lynx Industries and/or its suppliers since the original purchase date.
Lynx Industries will not be responsible for any damage resulting to or caused by its products by reason of
installation, unauthorized modifications, neglect, abuse or failure to provide reasonable and necessary
maintenance as recommended by your installer. In no event, shall Lynx Industries Inc. be liable for
consequential or incidental damages.
* Pro-rated at a ratio of 10% per year after the first 10 years.

